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For an honest and transparent society!
The Independent Investigations Bureau (BEI) is modernizing its
three interrogation rooms with MaestroVision's technology.
In a constant effort to improve its productivity, the
Independent Investigations Bureau (BEI) has
renewed its three interrogation rooms with the most
sophisticated technology available.
« The mission of the Independent Investigations
Bureau is to carry out its mission of independent investigation without the influence
of the state or the police, as well as shedding light on events and disseminating all
information that can be transmitted, without prejudice to investigations »,
according to their overall mission statement. The BEI has three fundamental values:
impartiality, integrity and rigor. MaestroVision's software solutions align with these
values and provide a foolproof digital audio and video recording system that will
enable them to achieve their mission, aiming for the goal of an honest and
transparent society.
Investing in this new 100% Quebec technology, designed and manufactured by
MaestroVision, offers the possibility of indexing all notes with interrogations. This
principle makes it possible to find and quickly recross a specific moment in an
interrogation saving valuable time to the investigators. Moreover, this system is so
simple, technicians are no longer required for an investigator to use the system.

About MaestroVision
Founded in 1998, MaestroVision is internationally recognized as a provider of advanced video
solutions targeting the law enforcement, broadcasting, government, education, justice, health
and business markets. The United States, Canada and Mexico. Our range of video solutions
includes: a police interview recording system, video evidence management software, registration
of council meetings, webcasting of board meetings, automated video archiving Video servers,
asset management systems, channel dressing, traffic manager, capturing of lectures for distance
learning, capturing presentations, and much more. For more information, visit
maestrovision.com.
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